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ECM/ERP Software Developer
Metafile is looking for a professional commercial software developer for its software integration team. This
position focuses on innovating with web services, workflow, and data automation between enterprise accounting
systems and our MetaViewer product line. The primary role is to assist with building, maintaining, and
troubleshooting software that integrates with Microsoft Dynamics ERP systems. Secondary roles for this position
include assisting others to build, maintain and troubleshoot components that enable integration with other ERP
systems. Candidates with ERP experience will be given preference. This is an on-site position.

Skills Desired:











Computer Science degree or equivalent experience
Experience with Visual Studio using C#, TSQL, VB, X++, or C++
Strong and demonstrable problem solving and troubleshooting skills
Willingness to learn new technologies, platforms, and programming environments
Self-motivated, ability to work in a team, and take direction well
Can independently plan tasks and estimate their completion
Strong written and verbal English language skills
Understanding of SOAP and REST web services and related debugging techniques is desired
Experience with Microsoft Dynamics GP, AX2012, D365FO or similar enterprise-level ERP is desired
General knowledge of corporate accounting practices used in enterprise ERP systems is desired

Primary Duties and Responsibilities:









Develop and document new software systems and/or applications for commercial sale
Support, test, debug, and document existing software systems and/or applications
Provide implementation training and support for internal staff
Identify and evaluate new technologies for implementation
Identify and evaluate integration options for various Microsoft Dynamics ERP features
Write technical specifications based on conceptual design and stated business requirements
Serve as technical expert on development projects
Consult with end users to prototype, refine, test, and debug programs to meet needs

Qualified Candidates Should Send Resume & Cover Letter To:
Metafile Information Systems, Inc.
3428 Lakeridge PL NW | Rochester, MN 55901 |Email: jobs@metafile.com

